14 JULY MNC-I
COMMANDER’S CONFERENCE

This Briefing is classified:
//SECRET/REL to MCFI//
Declassify by 20170714

(2 MINUTES OUT) GUIDONS, THIS IS MARNE 3C. MARNE AVALANCHE
OPORD ROLL CALL FOLLOWS:

LEADER__
SHOCKER__
MAMLUK__
FALCON__
G1__
G2__
G4__
G5__
G6__
G7__
G8__
G9__
PAO__
DIV ENG__
FECC__
ALO__
G3 AIR__

GOOD EVENING, THIS IS MARNE 3. TONIGHT WE WILL BRIEF OPORD
07-24 MARNE SENTRY. THE BRIEFING IS CLASSIFIED SECRET
RELEASABLE TO MCFI.

I WILL NOW COVER THE AGENDA FOR THIS EVENING’S BRIEF.
OVER THE NEXT 90 DAYS MND-C WILL EXECUTE FOUR DIVISION OPERATIONS FOCUSED ON DENYING INSURGENT SANCTUARY AREAS AND INTERDICTING ACCELERANTS INTO BAGHDAD IAW THE SECURITY AND TRANSITION LOOs:

-MARNE TORCH is designed to defeat AQI extremists in Arab Jabour along the TRV through conduct of deliberate clearing operations. 2/3 BCT will establish a permanent presence in AO DENALI to deny reestablishment of sanctuary areas for accelerants.

-MARNE AVALANCHE is designed to disrupt both AQI extremists and JAM EFP networks along the ERV in the 4/25 Area of Operations. This will be achieved through execution of platoon and company-level air assault raids and 1.4c precision targeting.

-MARNE HUSKY is designed to interdict AQI and JAM activities vicinos. 1.4b, 1.4d IOT prevent movement of accelerants into Baghdad and reduce the level of sectarian violence.

-MARNE DIADDEM is an operation tentatively designed to increase persistent presence in Radwaniyah and interdict accelerants moving east from Ramadi and Fallujah.

TRANSITION OPERATIONS WILL FOCUS ON FURTHER INTEGRATION OF ISF INTO DIVISION OPERATIONS, WITH MARNE HUSKY AS A CAPSTONE EVENT LED BY ELEMENTS OF 3/8 IA. ADDITIONALLY, INCREASED EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL PROVISIONAL POLICE UNITS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE (IPV) UNITS THROUGHOUT THE MND-C AREA OF OPERATIONS TO REINFORCE ISF CAPABILITIES AND ENHANCE THE SECURITY OF THE LOCAL POPULATION.
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-MARNE AVALANCHE is designed to disrupt both AQI extremists and JAM EFP networks along the ERV in the 4/25 Area of Operations. This will be achieved through execution of platoon and company-level air assault raids and precision targeting.

-MARNE HUSKY is designed to intercept AQI and JAM activities vic. IOT prevent movement of accelerants into Baghdad and reduce the level of sectarian violence.

-MARNE DIADEM is an operation tentatively designed to increase persistent presence in Radwaniyah and interdict accelerants moving east from Ramadi and Fallujah.
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OVER THE NEXT 90 DAYS MND-C WILL EXECUTE FOUR DIVISION OPERATIONS
FOCUSED ON DENYING INSURGENT SANCTUARY AREAS AND INTERDICTING
ACCELERANTS INTO BAGHDAD IAW THE SECURITY AND TRANSITION LOOs:

-MARNE TORCH is designed to defeat AQI extremists in Arab Jabour along
the TRV through conduct of deliberate clearing operations. 2/3 BCT will establish a
permanent presence in AO DENALI to deny reestablishment of sanctuary areas for
accelerants.

-MARNE AVALANCHE is designed to disrupt both AQI extremists and JAM
EFP networks along the ERV in the 4/25 Area of Operations. This will be achieved
through execution of platoon and company-level air assault raids and 1.4c precision
targeting.

-MARNE HUSKY is designed to interdict AQI and JAM activities vic.

1.4b, 1.4d IOT prevent
movement of accelerants into Baghdad and reduce the level of sectarian violence.

-MARNE DIADEM is an operation tentatively designed to increase persistent
presence in Radwaniyah and interdict accelerants moving east from Ramadi and Fallujah.

TRANSITION OPERATIONS WILL FOCUS ON FURTHER INTEGRATION OF ISF INTO
DIVISION OPERATIONS, WITH MARNE HUSKY AS A CAPSTONE EVENT LED BY
ELEMENTS OF 3/8 IA. ADDITIONALLY, INCREASED EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON
ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL PROVISIONAL POLICE UNITS AND EMERGENCY
RESPONSE (IPV) UNITS THROUGHOUT THE MND-C AREA OF OPERATIONS TO
REINFORCE ISF CAPABILITIES AND ENHANCE THE SECURITY OF THE LOCAL
POPULATION.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th># PROJECTS</th>
<th>TOTAL COMMITTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$10,100,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$6,005,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/05</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$2,721,567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/03</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$409,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$31,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>$17,871,591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MNC-I Assistance Required/Risk

- Seven IA battalions required across MND-C to hold terrain gained through Phantom Thunder operations
  - Spring '08 departure of 3/3 ID followed by 2/3 ID creates a significant security void in Arab Jabour, Salman Pak and Narhawan

- Five IP battalions required to create a secure environment and hold terrain in Yusifiyah, Mahmudiyah, Arab Jabour, Salman and Salman Pak
  - AIF will migrate back to areas cleared if no persistent ISF presence; retribution attacks probable against CF supporters

- Assistance in increasing manning and equipping of 2/3/8 and 3/3/8 IA in Suwayrah
  - May '08 departure of the 3rd Georgian Brigade creates a significant security void in Wasit Province; 3/6 IA will likely shift forces from Suwayrah to augment 1/3/8 in Wasit
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